
 
   

 

FAB32RBL3UK  New 
product Available soon 

50's Retro style
50’s Style 'No Frost' Fridge-freezer Black, Right hand 
hinge
Energy efficiency class A+++  

EAN13: 8017709262471 
Gross capacity: 365 litres

Noise level: 41 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Energy consumption: 178 kwh per year

Climatic class: SN-T

Freezing capacity: 5kg/24h

Thaw time: 40h

Refrigerator

Fresh food capacity: 204 litres

Automatic defrost

3 Adjustable glass shelves

1 Fruit and vegetable container

Life plus zone -0°C with electronic control

LED internal light

Freezer (Four stars)

NO FROST

Frozen food capacity: 97 litres

2 Drawers

1 Fast freezing drawer

Ice cube tray

Rear panel material : Flame Retardant Aluminium Foil back

A gap of 175mm must be left on the hinged side of the 
product to allow the door to open.

Key to symbols

Versions

FAB32RCR3UK - 60cm 50's style fridge freezer, cream, rhh

FAB32LCR3UK - 60cm 50's style fridge freezer, cream, lhh

FAB32RBL3UK - 60cm 50's style fridge freezer, black, rhh

FAB32RRD3UK - 60cm 50's style fridge freezer, red, rhh

FAB32LRD3UK - 60cm 50's style fridge freezer, red, lhh

FAB32RWH3UK - 60cm 50's style fridge freezer, white, rhh

FAB32RPB3UK - 60cm 50's style fridge freezer, pastel blue, rhh

FAB32LWH3UK - 60cm 50's style fridge freezer, white, lhh

FAB32RPK3UK - 60cm 50's style fridge freezer, pink, rhh
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FAB32RBL3UK 
50's Retro style 

fridge freezer
free standing
free standing

black
60 cm

energy rating A+++  
 

A+++:
Product energy rating, measured from A+++ to D / G depending on the prodct family.

No Frost:
The No Frost and Frost free systems prevent ice from forming so that no defrosting is required.

Fast freezing:
The fast freezing function brings the temperature of the compartment down when activated a few hours prior to usage.

LED interior lighting:
is a more energy efficient and long lasting way of illuminating the interior of the appliance.

Automatic defrost:
The automatic defrost system works by automatically defrosting the fridge section at regular intervals eradicating the need to defrost altogether.
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